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Present Verb + 주다 (-주다 verb combination) 

(Review note for the “Present Verb+주다” lesson on YouTube) 

 

-주다 verb is added after a verb, when doing that action helps or is beneficial to 

the other person. It also implies that doing that action is kind or done for the other 

person/people. 

 

*하다 (=to do) vs 해주다 

*읽다 (=to read) vs 읽어주다 

*말하다 (=to say/talk/speak/tell) vs 말해주다  

*돕다 (=to help) vs 도와주다 (irregular verb) 

→도와주다 is used more often than 돕다. (We learn more about this in this lesson.) 

 

*Commonly used in Polite Request (as in, please do it for me.) 

도와주세요.(Please help me.) 

기다려주세요. (Please wait.) 

요리해주세요 (Please cook for me.) 

 

In the expression of plain suggestion or encouragement, 

you don’t need to put –주세요. Just –세요 ending would do to sound polite. 

좋은 하루 보내세요. (Have a good day.) 

감기 조심하세요. (Be careful not to catch a cold.) 

공부 열심히 해! (Study hard!) 

 

*Commonly used in the Expression of Gratitude 

(S) + (O) + V + 서 고마워/감사해요/감사합니다 
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Thanks for coming early.  

일찍 와서 고마워. (x) 

일찍 와줘서 고마워. (o) 

일찍 와주셔서 감사합니다. (O) 

Thank you for watching my video. 

제 영상을 봐주셔서 감사합니다. 

봐주다 has another meaning: forgive  

(용서하다 is also another verb that means to forgive, 

but 봐주다 is used in relatively lighter, less serious situations.) 

e.g. 늦어서 죄송해요, 선생님. 한 번만 봐주세요. 

     Sorry for being late. Please forgive me just once. 

 

Thank you for teaching me. 

저를 가르쳐주셔서 감사합니다. 

Thank you for telling us. 

우리한테 말해줘서 고마워. 

 

*Verbs that are more commonly used with –주다 combination. 

도와주다 (= to help) 돕다 + 주다 

용서해주다 (= to forgive) 용서하다 + 주다 

돌봐 주다 (=to look after/take care of someone) 돌보다 + 주다 

안아주다 (=hug) 안다 (pronounced 안따) + 주다 

 

To help, forgive, look after, or hug is almost always done for the sake of the other 

person/people. So it sounds more natural to use –주다 with these verbs. They are 

used more often in combined form rather than the single verb alone. 

e.g. 

아저씨가 저를 도와줬어요. 
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Ahjussi (a middle-aged man) helped me. 

네가 나를 용서해주면, 뭐든 다 할게. 

If you forgive me, I’ll do anything. 

 

제프를 안아주고 싶어. 

I want to give Jeff a hug. 

 

*You can replace 주다 with 드리다 

when the person receiving the favor of that action is someone you should be 

showing respect to. (If you’re still confused, please check –세요 ending part#2 

lesson on my channel.) 

저는 하루 종일 할머니를 돌봐 드렸어요. 

I looked after my grandmother all day long. 

 

저는 선생님들 도와드렸어요.   

I helped my teacher. 

 

*Other useful expressions with –주다 verb. 

깎아주세요.  

Please give me a discount. 

신발을 벗어 주세요. 

Please take off your shoes. 

조용히 해주세요. 

Please be quiet. 

 

*Confusing pairs of verbs 

① 알다 (=to know) vs 알리다 (=to let someone know, to notify) 

제 노력을 알아주세요. (Please know my effort. Please recognize my hard work.) 

 

제프 씨의 번호를 알려주세요. (Please let me know Jeff’s phone number. Please tell 

me Jeff’s phone number.) 
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② 보다 (=to watch, see)  vs 보이다 (to be seen, to be visible) 

 

영화를 봐. (I watch a movie.) 

영화가 보여. (The movie is visible. I can see the movie.) 

 

봐주다 (=to do a favor of watching) vs 보여주다 (=to show) 

제 영상을 봐주세요. (Please watch my video.) 

재미있는 영상을 보여주세요. (Please show me a fun video.) 

 

③ 듣다 (=to listen) vs 들리다 (=to be heard, to be audible) 

음악을 들어. (I listen to the music.) 

음악이 들려. (The music is audible. I can hear the music.) 

 

들어주다 (=to do a favor of listening) vs 들려주다 (to make it audible, to let 

someone hear) 

제 얘기를 들어주세요. (Please listen to my story. Please hear me out.) 

네 얘기를 들려줘. (Please let me hear your story. Please tell me your story.) 

 

④ 빌리다 (=borrow) vs 빌려주다 (=lend) 

By putting –주다 after 빌리다, it becomes an opposite meaning. 

제프한테 돈을 빌렸어요. (I borrowed the money from Jeff.) 

제프한테 돈을 빌려줬어요. (I lend the money to Jeff.) 

 

*How to politely ask someone NOT to do something 

V (stem) – 지 말다 : to not V 

Present Form – there are two forms (both are correct) 

①V- 지 마 (e.g. 가지마: don’t go, 오지마 don’t come) 
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②V –지 말아 (e.g. 가지 말아, 오지 말아) 

“-V 지 마” is used more often in spoken form. 

However, when V-지 말다 is combined with 주다 verb, 

말다 has to be conjugated in 말아, not 마. 

V –지 말아주세요. = Please don’t V. 

방해하지 말아주세요. (Please don’t interrupt.) 

늦지 말아주세요. (Please don’t be late.) 

수업 시간에 떠들지 말아주세요. (Please don’t talk in class.) 

It sounds way politer than just saying 마세요.   

 

 


